Abstract: This paper presents our recent advances in specification, planning and control of autonomous manipulation actions in underwater environments. The user first specifies the task to perform on a target object found on a seabed image mosaic previously obtained. Then a suitable vehicle position and arm configuration is planned in order to guarantee a successful manipulation. After the vehicle reaches the planned destination, the actual view of the object is matched to the one used for the specification, and the grasp points are tracked, enabling visual servoing of the manipulator end-effector. This allows the arm to compensate for the vehicle motion, thus increasing the reliability of the reaching action. Preliminary experiments done in a simulated environment demonstrate the viability of this approach.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays a relevant number of field operations with unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) in applications such as marine rescue, marine science and the offshore industries, to mention a few, need intervention capabilities in order to undertake the desired task.
Currently, most of the intervention operations are being undertaken by manned submersibles endowed with robotic arms or by Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs). Manned submersibles have the advantage of placing the operator in the field of operation with direct view to the object being manipulated. Their drawbacks are the reduced time for operation (e.g. few hours), the human presence in a dangerous and hostile environment, and a very high cost associated with the need of an expensive oceanographic vessel to be operated. Work class ROVs, are probably the more standard technology for deep intervention. They can be remotely operated for days without problems. Nevertheless, they still need an expensive oceanographic vessel with a heavy crane and automatic Tether Management System (TMS) and a Dynamic Position system (DP). It is also remarkable the cognitive fatigue of the operator who has to take care of the umbilical and the ROV while controlling the robotic arms. For all these reasons, very recently some researchers have started to think about the natural evolution of the intervention ROV, the Intervention AUV (I-AUV). Without the need for the TMS and the DP, light I-AUVs could theoretically be operated from cheap vessels of opportunity reducing considerably the cost.
In this paper we present our approach to autonomous underwater manipulation by means of a specific application scenario. We assume that a seabed image mosaic has been obtained from a previous survey step and it is input to our work. First, a user analyzes the seabed mosaic and looks for a target object that can be of interest. If an interesting target is found, the operator indicates the best way to manipulate it by using a special graphical interface. Then, a visual template of the target is generated and used for detecting and tracking the object during the next step, when the vehicle is sent again to the water and autonomous intervention starts.
This work comprises specification, planning and visionbased control of underwater manipulation actions. In the scientific literature we can find some examples of manipulation applications in underwater robotic scenarios. One of the most challenging ones is the SAUVIM project, which presents advances in autonomous manipulation systems for intervention missions (Marani et al., 2009 ).
I-AUV Prototype
Figure 1 shows our I-AUV prototype, composed of the GIRONA 500 vehicle (built by the University of Girona) and the Light-weight ARM5E (see http://www.csip.co.uk/). The GIRONA 500 is a reconfigurable autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) designed for a maximum operating depth of up to 500 m. The vehicle is composed of an aluminum frame which supports three torpedo-shaped hulls of 0.3 m in diameter and 1.5 m in length as well as other elements such as thrusters.
The Light-weight ARM5E is a robotic manipulator actuated by 24V brushless DC motors. It is composed of four revolute joints, and can reach distances up to 1 meter. An actuated robot gripper allows for grasping small objects, and its T-shaped grooves also permit handling special tools. An eye-in-hand camera is mounted on the last link of the robot. It is a Bowtech DIVECAM-550C-AL highresolution colour CCD camera, valid up to 100 m underwater.
Considered scenario
We consider an object recovery scenario, where our I-AUV has to look for a target object lying on the seabed (e.g. a shotgun), and grasp it. A strategy in two phases is considered ) (see also Figure 2 ): in a first stage, the I-AUV is programmed at the surface and receives a plan for surveying a given Region of Interest (RoI). During the survey it collects data from an imaging system and other sensors. After ending this first stage, the I-AUV returns to the surface (or to an underwater docking station) where the data is retrieved and an image mosaic of the seabed is reconstructed. The Target of Interest (ToI) is then identified on the mosaic and the grasping action is specified by means of a suitable user interface. After that, during the second stage, the I-AUV navigates again to the RoI and executes the target localization and the intervention mission in an autonomous manner.
This work is part of two coordinated projects, RAUVI (spanish national project) and TRIDENT (European Comission FP7). In the context of these two projects, the main goal is not to navigate to high depths, but to reach new levels of autonomous manipulation capabilities that go beyond the current state of the art. Therefore, we consider intervention missions in depths up to 100m. Most of the assumptions on this paper are work being carried out by other partners. The reader will be appropriately referenced to those works when needed.
Simulated environment
A simulated environment has been developed for this project (see Figure 3 ). It has been implemented in C++ using the OpenSceneGraph libraries and osgOcean. This allows to visualize underwater effects such as silt, light attenuation, water distorsion, etc. More concretely, the simulation environment includes: • The I-AUV 3D model, including both the vehicle and the arm. Arm kinematics have also been implemented, thus allowing to move the arm joints.
• A virtual camera attached to the bottom of the vehicle and facing downwards. Another virtual camera has been attached to the wrist of the arm. These cameras capture images of the simulated environment in real-time.
• A lamp, placed on the bottom part of the vehicle and pointing towards the floor. • A seabed model including a texture.
• A shotgun, lying on the seabed, which is the object that the I-AUV has to recover.
The simulator has been implemented as a network server, where other software modules can be connected in order to update the pose of the vehicle-arm, or to receive input from sensors such as joint odometry or images from the virtual cameras. This allows to use it as a mere visualizer, where the actual control algorithms are not part of the simulator, but external to it, and can be interfaced to the real robot without modification. This leads to more realistic simulations. In fact, the simulator is external to the control architecture, and interfaced to it in the same way the real robot is interfaced (see Figure 4 ). This allows to easily switch between the real robot and the simulated one without modifying the rest of modules.
TASK SPECIFICATION
A graphical user interface (GUI) for target identification and task specification has been implemented (refer to García et al. (2010) for details). A seabed image mosaic is loaded in the GUI, and the user first looks for the ToI on it. After selecting the ToI, the intervention task is indicated by choosing between different pre-programmed actions such as recovery (grasping), hooking a cable, etc.
The user interface contains built-in processing and planning algorithms that allow to automate the specification process when possible. If the automatic methods fail, the user can always specify the task parameters in a manual manner. For this work we consider a grasping task, which can be specified by enclosing the ToI in a bounding box, and selecting a pair of suitable grasp points, as shown in Figure 5 for different objects.
When the specification is finished, a XML file containing the task parameters is generated. This file includes (see also Figure 6 ):
• The ToI bounding box origin with respect to the image origin, represented as (x, y, α). (x, y) are pixel coordinates and α is the orientation of the bounding box with respect to the horizontal.
• The width and height of the bounding box.
• The grasp points in pixel coordinates with respect to the bounding box origin.
With the bounding box information, a template containing only the ToI is created and later used for object detection and tracking (see Section 4.1).
VEHICLE POSE PLANNING
From the specification of the grasp to perform, it is necessary to compute a suitable vehicle position on top of the object so that the required grasp is feasible. This can be done by computing the inverse kinematics of the arm-vehicle kinematic chain. Figure 7 shows the geometric model of the I-AUV arm, whereas Table 1 contains the Denavit-Hartenberg parametrization of the model. From these, it is straightforward to compute the direct and inverse kinematics model of the arm, i.e. x E = DK a (q a ), and q a = IK a (x E ), being q a = (q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 ) the arm joint angles, and x E the arm end-effector cartesian pose. 
Arm modelling

Vehicle-arm inverse kinematics
Given a pair of grasp points in pixel coordinates with respect to the origin of the bounding box, the goal is to find a suitable vehicle position than allows the arm to reach those grasp points. First, a 2D grasp frame, G is created in the middle point of the line joining the two grasp points (see Figure 6 ). This frame will be used as the target for the grasping control system.
We assume that the seabed image mosaic used for the grasp specification is geo-referenced with respect to a fixed global frame W . This is not a major assumption, since it is common to have positioning sensors on AUV's, and it is possible to extract the 3D structure of the mosaic from inter-frame matching techniques . Therefore, there is a known and direct conversion between pixels and meters, that allow to express the grasp frame with respect to a global 3D frame W . We represent this transform as an homogeneous transformation matrix W M G , being G the 3D cartesian frame corresponding to the image 2D frame G .
At this point the kinematic model of Table 1 is extended in order to include four additional degrees of freedom (DOF) corresponding to the vehicle 3D position and yaw angle, i.e. q = (q v q a ), being q v = (x y z α). This constitutes a 8 DOF kinematic system for which the direct and inverse kinematic model is computed, leading to x E = DK va (q), and q = IK va (x E ). The goal of the grasping action is to match E with G. It is therefore possible to apply the inverse kinematic model to the grasp frame origin in world coordinates W g, as q = IK va ( W g), leading to a suitable q v and q a for the given task. Figure 8 shows the result of this process in the task of grasping an amphora.
Finally, it is convenient to represent the desired vehicle pose in a way relative to the ToI pose, instead of a fixed absolute frame. In fact, it is possible that, due to the underwater currents, when the I-AUV performs the intervention the target object is not found in the same position it was in the mosaic. Therefore a vehicle pose given with respect to the absolute frame of the mosaic would not be valid. It is then necessary to compute the vehicle pose relative to an object-related frame, e.g. G. This can be done as
, being T i and R i the homogeneous matrices representing translation and rotation on axis i.
VISION-BASED REACHING
After planning a suitable vehicle pose on top of the ToI, we assume that the vehicle navigation system is able to find the object and to reach the planned pose with respect to it (Bonin-Font et al., 2010) . Once this step has been accomplished, the goal is to control the robot hand towards the grasp points. It cannot be assumed that the vehicle can accurately maintain its position on the desired reference. Instead, it is very likely that its position is disturbed by underwater currents and other dynamic effects. It is therefore necessary to continuously track the ToI and adjust the arm motion accordingly. For that, a visionbased control approach has been implemented. In this work, we restrict the grasping action to be planar, i.e. the ToI is viewed and approached from the top, so that only 4 DOFs need to be tracked and controlled: translation, rotation and scale in the image plane.
Visual tracking
In a manipulation context, vision is normally used in order to obtain an estimation of the object position and orientation that allows the robot to perform a specific action with it. Pose estimation techniques in robot vision can be classified in appearance-based vs. model-based approaches (Lepetit and Fua, 2005) . Appearance-based methods work by comparing the current view of the object with those stored in a database containing previously acquired views from one or multiple angles. The main advantage of these methods is that they do not need a 3D object model, although it is necessary to have at least one previous view of the object taken from a known pose. In contrast, model-based methods need a 3D model as input, but better accuracy and robustness is normally obtained. In our approach we cannot assume that an object 3D model is always available. However, we assume that a previous view of the object has been taken during the survey phase, and that it is georeferenced in the seabed mosaic. Therefore, we adopt an appearance-based method.
More concretely, a template tracking method has been implemented. During the task specification on the seabed mosaic, after the ToI has been selected, its bounding box is used for extracting a template of the object (see Figure  6 ). This template is matched at each iteration on the video stream during the intervention phase. A homography between the template and its match in the current image is computed and used for transforming the grasp points to its actual pose. For this, the Efficient Second Order minimization method has been adopted (Benhimane and Malis, 2004) . This method computes in real-time the homography relationship, H, that minimizes the sumof-squared-difference between a given template and the current image. It can deal with planar transformations including rotations and change of scale. This homography allows to transform the origin of the grasp frame from the specification template to the current image as:
As an example, Figure 9 shows a sequence where the shotgun of Figure 6 is tracked taking as the template the bounding box defined during specification.
Vision-based control
From the corresponding grasp frame in the current image, a simple image-based control approach has been implemented for keeping the grasp frame centered in the image, and aligned with the image axis. Being s = (x y α), the feature vector containing the current grasp frame position and orientation, and s * = (c x c y 0) another feature vector representing the center of the image, the following control equation is computed at each iteration:
being L s is the interaction matrix that relates camera motion to image feature motion (Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006) , and v I = (v x v y w z ) is the computed velocity that needs to be set in the camera frame in order to move s towards s * . With this simple control equation, only 3 DOFs are controlled, translation and rotation in the image plane. Motion towards the target is controlled by setting a constant velocity, v z , in the direction perpendicular to the image plane. Being v C = (v x v y v z 0 0 w z ) the final velocity to be sent to the camera frame, it is transformed to arm joint velocity via the arm end-effector jacobian J E and the camera-to-end-effector screw transformation matrix, E W C . Figure 9 show the results of two vision-based reaching experiments, one of them performed with a fixed vehicle position, and the other one by introducing some disturbances to the vehicle position. The tracking method and control approach of the previous sections have been adopted for these experiments, setting the parameters to c x = 120, cy = 160 (virtual camera image is 320 × 240), λ = 0.0025 and v z = 0.03 m/s. In both cases, the robot hand is able to reach the target successfully. Notice in bottom row of Figure 9 how the arm motion compensates the vehicle position error. Figure 10 shows the position disturbances introduced into the vehicle, and its effect on the image position of the ToI, with and without enabling vision-based control. More concretely, Figure 10a shows the 3D trajectory of the vehicle control frame, whereas Figure 10b shows the image trajectory of the tracked grasp frame, with and without vision-based control. If vision-based control of the arm is not enabled (shown in red), the position of the ToI in the image cannot be controlled, and it is finally lost on the top of the image. On the contrary, by performing the control approach of the previous section, the arm can visually compensate for the vehicle motion, and the ToI can be kept inside the image, in a reference position.
Results
CONCLUSION
The lack of a continuous communication channel between AUVs and a surface station, makes it necessary to develop autonomous control strategies that do not require human intervention. Autonomous manipulation is one of the key capabilities that need to be developed for these robots. This paper has presented our ongoing work on specification, planning, perception and control of intervention missions with autonomous underwater robots. We adopt an approach in which the task is specified by a human operator on the surface, after analyzing a seabed image mosaic previously obtained. The specification step provides to the robot all the necessary information for (i) finding and tracking the target on the seabed, and (ii) performing the intervention. Tracking is performed by finding the object template obtained during specification in the current image taken on the robot, using secondorder minimization techniques. The visually-detected target position is used as feedback to a control approach that moves the robot hand towards the grasp points while tries to keep the target in a desired part of the image. As result, the I-AUV arm is able to reach the target even under disturbances in the vehicle position. The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated in a simulated environment.
Future work
Future work will focus on applying these techniques to the real robot. We are currently developing the lowlevel control of the Light-weight ARM5E, and interfacing the eye-in-hand camera with the PC. Once these steps are accomplished, the algorithms herein presented will be directly applicable to the real arm. One potential improvement to this work is to implement the visual tracking algorithm in a FPGA, as we have already done in previous work (Marin et al., 2009 ). This would boost the tracking performance and would free the PC CPU from the vision task. Finally, we would also like to improve the user interface from the ideas of Backes et al. (1997) , in order to build a distributed and collaborative environment where several scientists in different places can interact with the system.
